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In a victory for survivors of domestic and gang violence, the Department of Justice on Wednesday vacated the controversial Trump-era decisions.

The Justice Department Overturns Policy That Limited Asylum For Survivors Of Violence
The Biden administration and the American Civil Liberties Union asked the Ninth Circuit on Tuesday to stay and refer to mediation a suit challenging the Trump White House's decision to end deportation ...

Feds, ACLU Move To Mediate Temporary Protected Status Suit
It was meant to be an express line from North America’s largest proven oil reserve to its biggest refining center and to deepen the bond between Canada and the United States as petroleum partners. And ...

Requiem for a Pipeline: Keystone XL Transformed the Environmental Movement and Shifted the Debate over Energy and Climate
Each week, we answer frequently asked questions about life during the coronavirus crisis. If you have a question you'd like us to consider for a future post, email us at goatsandsoda@npr.org with the ...

Coronavirus FAQ: I’ve Been Vaccinated. Do I Need To Worry About Variants?
The head of the Environmental Protection Agency said Thursday he has fully reinstated one of two key advisory boards he dismantled earlier this year in a push for “scientific ...

EPA chief reinstates science advisory board he dismantled
EconoTimes is a fast growing non-partisan source of news and intelligence on global economy and financial markets, providing timely, relevant, and critical insights for market professionals and those ...

Terri Friedline
PolitiFact Iowa is a project of The Daily Iowan’s Ethics & Politics Initiative and PolitiFact to help you find the truth in politics. If your time is short: President Joe Biden’s 2022 budget plan ...

Mining lithium poses environmental risks. The Biden administration isn’t ignoring them
The Johnson & Johnson vaccine, which confers a high level of protection against virus cases ... a cardiologist at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas, who reported ...

Covid-19 Updates: U.S. to Send Brazil 3 Million Doses of J&J’s Vaccine
Adam received his master's in economics from The New School for Social Research and his Ph.D. from the University of ... "Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 101: Why We Need a Consumer Watchdog." ...

Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
Chinese technology stalwarts could be making a market comeback in the second half, as cheapening valuations create attractive risk-reward trade-off.

Chinese tech stocks are primed for a comeback for JPMorgan, Jefferies on tempting risk-reward trade-off
At the same time, general (or diffuse) system justification was associated with support for Clinton over Trump (Azevedo et al ... and Social Psychology, 101, 62-77.. Calogero, R.

Psychology Today
“Remember what President Trump said about injecting bleach ... spaces by injecting bleach or chlorine or hydrogen peroxide, et cetera, into the space.” Fresh air ventilation is at the core ...

Hampton Roads schools spent millions to improve air quality during the pandemic. Experts say efforts could be making it worse.
Masks, however, should not be viewed as fool-proof, as no mask is thought to offer complete protection to the wearer ... touted by former President Donald Trump in 2020. “There are no data ...

Viral Posts, Pundits Distort Fauci Emails
Trump moves to loosen mining regulations, approve projects as he exits, Jan. 8, 2021 U.S. District Court - Nevada, Western Watershed Project et al. vs U.S. Bureau of Land Management, Feb. 26 ...

Fact-check: Is Biden ignoring the 'negative environmental impacts' of lithium mining?
It’s an approach not dissimilar to the one then-President Donald Trump proposed in 2018 ... The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, known as Cal Fire, is supplementing ...

‘Forever War’ With Fire Has California Battling Forests Instead
Trump moves to loosen mining regulations, approve projects as he exits, Jan. 8, 2021 U.S. District Court - Nevada, Western Watershed Project et al. vs U.S. Bureau of Land Management, Feb. 26 ...
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